After our best efforts, I am sure that there will still be three thousand colleges out there with bone-headed administrators who could not care less about introducing an honors course in the Middle Ages into their curriculums when they can spend money on a media event like a debate on political correctness. There will still be people who argue that the study of the European past is a distraction for people of color and its imposition a kind of neo-colonial power-trip for the Establishment. Fine. We do not have to give up, let alone go around stupidly praising the European past for achievements it never made or ignoring its treacheries and false promises. I still would argue that there are small battles to be won here and there and that, by winning them, we will be in a better position to protect and nourish whatever there is about medieval studies that is worth protecting and nourishing. The real problem is the discourse among ourselves: the intemperate language, the anger, the paranoia of seeing fellow scholars as political enemies. I may not like this or that new "-ism" or this or that old tradition. Nevertheless, it would be terribly destructive of our moral universe, if we were to end up turning scholarly squabbles, serious as they may occasionally be, into the kind of civil war that, a generation from now, will be considered the cause, not the result, of any supposed collapse of our enterprise.1 I recognize the zeal, the elegant tempo of the prose buoyed along by colloquial gusto, and the winking humor beneath the ethical seriousness. Even the contemptuous wave of the hand-especially on what is proper for an African-American scholar to study-is not out of character. Yet the sense of existential crisis, that the intellectual journey he began only two mark gregory pegg 2 Ibid., p. 260. decades earlier was on the verge of internecine ruin is almost unimaginable to me all these years later. This is all the more remarkable as I started studying with him during the very months he drafted his cautionary note and, while not totally oblivious to the world around me, I was largely unaware (thankfully) that my own advisor thought the enterprise I had barely begun was on the verge of civil war. Jordan's anxiety was not about the supposed assault on reality and truth by "postmodernism" -the overarching "ism" in 1992-it was that the resulting atmosphere of uncertainty and recrimination regarding what we do and how we do it was so potentially corrosive that, rather than some administrative knucklehead dissolving medieval studies into an irrelevant puddle, we would do it ourselves.
Fortunately, the war among medievalists never happened; or rather, despite some bloodless skirmishing here and there, it never went further than sustained jargon-calling and self-doubt. Yet the damage was done, and while other issues now seemingly threaten the survival of medieval studies-too much technology without any thought why, too many bureaucratic memos about doing research (and so funding) like a "hard" science, too much "faddish philistinism" in general as Jordan aptly labeled it2-the legacy of postmodernism, far from any radical reshaping of metaphysical reality or the notion of an objective past, was to actually reinforce the most traditional methods of the historian, especially those undergirding intellectual history, while making the division between ideas and society, and so what gives (and gave) coherence and meaning to the world, seem like a chasm never to be crossed. The developing and profound problem of the relationship between thoughts and behavior, metaphors and matter, which seemed so exciting and necessary in the 1960s and 1970s, has largely been abandoned, calcifying into the long-established models of the social and intellectual historian, even if the latter frequently renames what they do as "cultural history." Too often social historians dismiss ideas as whimsical ephemera-bright fireflies to admire but not to study. Too often intellectual and cultural historians, while certainly giving lip-service to the importance of society, effectively dismiss it as irrelevant as well-a slow-moving dun-colored pachyderm to be watched from a distance. Jordan, in the aftermath of his cautionary note, while aware that his civil war never happened, discerned the resulting cold war between social
